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Logbook of the World®
The Logbook of the World® is the world's
largest database of two-way amateur radio
contacts. From its beta testing in 2003 until
today, LoTW® has grown to contain 829 million
QSOs, with more than 145 million of them
matched, or QSLed. Logbook is free for all
amateurs to enter their QSOs and see their
matches.
Fees are only required if someone chooses to
apply for one of the awards supported by
Logbook. Large DXpeditions usually upload to
Continued on next page

Proud affiliate of the Courage Kenny Handiham System

SARA On the Air
SARA Phone Roundtables
Daily @ 20:00 Local
(except Tuesday & Thursday):
1.966 MHz LSB +/- QRM
(alternate: 21.316 MHz USB)
Monday @ 09:00 Local:
3.856 MHz LSB +/- QRM
Tuesday @ 19:00 Local:
24.955 MHz USB +/- QRM
Tuesday @ ~19:30 Local:
(following 12m Roundtable)
50.316 MHz USB +/- QRM
SARA Repeater Weekly Net
Wednesday @ 21:00 Local:
WØJH Repeater
147.060+ MHz (Positive offset)
114.8 Hz TX tone (required)
156.7 Hz Receive tone
BPSK31/BPSK63 Digital Net
Sunday @ 19:00 Local:
3581.15 MHz USB
(500 - 1,000 Hz)
Monitor Repeater for Assistance

Logbook - from page 1

Logbook, as do many DX stations, so QSLing via Logbook is quick and
economical.
This presentation will cover some of the history of Logbook, but will
focus on what it looks like and how you can use it. Those who attend will
know what benefits to expect, and what they will see when Logbook is in
use.
If you haven't seen Logbook recently, you will be surprised at its
enhanced friendliness from its beginning, almost 15 years ago. Getting
started on Logbook is described, along with sources of help you can
request as you get started. The vision for Logbook in the future will also
be discussed.

VE Session Scheduled
Thursday, April 27

To coincide with the conclusion of the free SARA Technician classes and
Extra study sessions, we have a VE Session scheduled for 6pm on April
27 at Boutwells Landing. This session as well as others scheduled with
the ARRL are listed on the arrl.org website.
The achievement bar was set very high with the success of examinees following the free SARA classes last spring and anticipate similar results following the classes this time as well. The VE Team for April 27 is set and
looking forward to a smooth session. Contact Shel NØDRX, at
Trustee@radioham.org with any questions relating to exam sessions.
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From the Shack
Notes from the President

Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.
It has been an interesting month for me. A workplace injury has put a
crimp in my physical activities the past few weeks and will continue to do
so for the coming month. I’ll have some recuperation time following arm
surgery this week that should allow me ample time to work the airwaves.
As mentioned last month, Radios in the Park will return this summer. The
first session will be Thursday, June 8. The location will be Valley View
Park in Oak Park Heights, located at 5575 Ozark Ave N. The park entrance is off of Osgood Ave just north of the MN Correctional Facility. The
park is a great location with plenty of room to spread out and trees to support antennas. Additional dates this summer are June 29, July 20, August
10 and August 31. We had a great response to this activity last year. Get
your portable station ready, if you have one; or come out and join the
group if you don’t; you’ll have an opportunity to learn about setting up
portable stations and do some portable operating.
Our traditional follow-up to our spring Technician Class, New Ham Night,
will be Thursday, May 18. The Training and Education team is working on
the plan for the evening and we’ll be finalizing that in the next week or so.
Watch your e-mail and the SARA website for more details.
The ARRL Field Day is June 24 and 25. SARA has reserved the picnic
pavilion at Autumn Hills Park, just west of Boutwells Landing, again this
year. Planning for SARA’s operation is on the agenda at an upcoming
Eyeball Session. We will likely continue with the 2A operation as we’ve
been doing. Set-up will commence Saturday morning and the on-air portion begins at 1:00 PM Central (18:00 UTC). We’ll operate until approximately 9:00 PM Saturday evening and then shut down for the night. We’ll
be back on the air Sunday morning by 9:00 AM. This being SARA’s 25th
Anniversary, we’re going to plan something extra for dinner Saturday
evening. Be sure to put Field Day on your calendar now and join us for
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this annual event.
The April 8 meeting SARA will have SARA member and ARRL First Vice
President Greg Widin KØGW sharing a presentation on ARRL’s Logbook
of the World®. Greg has been quite involved with the continuing development and enhancement of LoTW, and will share a unique perspective on
what it is, how it works, and how to use it. Don’t forget the pre-meeting
Breakfast will be at Perkins Restaurant 2050 W Frontage Rd (Hwy 36 &
Washington) in Stillwater at 7:30 AM. I hope to see you there!
73 es CUL,
de Joe (KCØOIO)

New, Special Privileges for SARA Members
SARA has negotiated special pricing at a resort in Mexico.
One of our members and his
family recently checked out
the property and signed a
one year agreement. According to our chief negotiator,
the resort has changed its
name to accommodate and
welcome all current SARA
members.
Each room is equipped
with an IC-7300 transceiver and shares one
center-fed Zepp antenna
(~91.1352 meters long).
For info, reservations,
and the SARA discount,
contact Dave (KØAIF).
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SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!
ww.radioham.org
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ON THE WATERFALL
By Joe Heitzinger KCØOIO
(PODXS 070 #1601 & LONP #256,
DMC #05351, EPC #19663,)

Greetings all! Welcome to “ON THE WATERFALL.”
The folks who participate in the SARA DIGI Net have found a new favorite
mode: THOR. The FLDIGI Users Manual describes Thor as “a new forward error correcting incremental frequency shift keyed communications
mode. It was developed specifically to meet the needs of ARQ transfers in
the HF spectrum. It is particularly well suited under conditions of atmospheric static noise. Thor borrows from two current modem technologies,
MFSK and DominoEX.”
THOR is a forward error correcting (FEC) mode, meaning the receiving
stations will have 100% copy of the message being sent. Our experience
has shown that it is a very robust mode, better than PSK, and lower power levels can be used when transmitting. FLDIGI 4.0.1 implements Thor
with 10 different baud rates. Our experience has found that THOR16 is
just about right for our Digital Net. THOR16 has a baud rate of 15.6 and is
capable of 58 words per minute. That’s just about right for most of our typing skills, especially if you have started your message ahead of hitting the
send button.
Thor sends a double rising tone sequence at the beginning of each transmission. It is used to flush the receive decoder and provides a distinctive
visual and audible clue to its being used.
The modem code for THOR uses a wide band multiple frequency detector
that can lock on and detect the incoming signal even when badly
mistuned. Frequency domain oversampling is used to allow proper tone
detection without the need for AFC. The AFC control does not alter the decoder in any way.
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THOR also implements an image mode that is relatively easy to use.
FLDIGI-THOR can send and receive images and avatars when the modem is set to 11, 16 or 22 baud. Small digital images are selected from
those stored on the disk. THOR images are always transmitted in a fixed
width-to-height ratio. The W x H format is not limited to a single ratio, nor
is it limited to just color, or just gray scale. THOR transmits the image in
Blue-Green-Red order. The THOR image bandwidth is the same as the
signal bandwidth for Thor mode in use. The start of the picture is signaled
digitally, and the receiver simply captures data continuously for W lines of
H pixels, as requested, resulting in a W x H pixel image, then reception
stops.
An interesting aspect of THOR is the secondary text that appears in a
box at the bottom of the waterfall window in FLDIGI. This secondary text
is transmitted when the message buffer has been cleared (or caught up
with your typing speed). You can set the secondary text in the THOR Modem configuration tab. The station’s callsign is used by default, and you
can add additional text such as city and state, or country, grid locator, …
It appears that THOR16 has become the favorite and now default mode
for the SARA Digi Net.
SARA DIGI NET
The net is Sundays at 7:00 PM Central. The net usually runs in about 3045 minutes and wraps up in time for the gang to move to 160m for the
SARA 160m Round Robin Rag Chew. Join us for this enjoyable digital
modes net on 3.584.15, centered between 500-1000 Hz up on the waterfall. I usually send a reminder out via e-mail sometime Sunday that includes the mode and frequency for that evening’s session. The SARA HF
Digital Net will be going into summer break following the April 9 session.
Until next time, 73 and I hope to see you on the waterfall!
de KCØOIO.
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JUST A HINT……
I was using my computer the other
day and shut it off for a few hours.
When I returned, I tried to power it
up and I heard no start up ‘noises’
when I pushed the power switch.
So as not to draw out this story, I
opened up the computer and made
sure many of the power connections
were reseated. After scratching my
head and eliminating several other
possibilities, I began to think that the
power supply had seen its better
days.
I grabbed my tablet and went to the HP site to see about a power supply replacement. During that search, there was a set of things to try to ensure that
the problem was, in fact, the power supply and not something else. Several of
them I had already tried but the following items I had not:
1) Reset the power supply by unplugging the cord from the back of the computer. Then, plug it back in and hold down the power on switch. Keep holding
down the switch for 10 seconds after pulling out the plug. If #1 didn’t work, proceed to #2.
2) Locate the 115/220 slide switch on the face of the power supply. With the
unit unplugged, slide the switch back and forth at least 4 times between the 115
and the 220 setting. Make sure you return the switch to the 115 setting.
Evidently, #2 worked! Some corrosion must have been displaced when I slid
the switch back and forth as the computer now works and powers up when I
turn it on.
Hopefully, this might help you save some time before actually opening up the
computer and looking further for problems.
73,
Keith Miller - AGØH
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50 Over
Patrick Tice, WAØTDA

Part 2 – Deadlines
With my Novice license in hand, the clock was ticking on its one-year term. The idea
of a license that simply expired and disappeared without the option of renewal seems
foreign to us now, but back in 1967 the FCC used that method to goad newbies like
me to get with the program and upgrade to the General Class ticket, or perhaps the
Technician. Most of us had no interest in VHF operation, since the short-wave bands
were “the” place to be, and that meant that I had to roll up my sleeves and get my
code speed up to 13 words per minute as well as study for the written exam. Unless
one lived a long way – a really long way, I might emphasize – from an FCC District Office, you had to travel to the FCC office to take both the Morse code exam and the
written exam under the stern eye of the FCC Engineer-in-Charge of the District or one
of his minions. If you lived too far from a district office, you might have qualified to sit
the exams from a licensed volunteer to earn a “Conditional” license, which was basically the General ticket. The fact that one had to plan, travel, and have payment ready
(no cash accepted) made being well-prepared a high stakes goal.
Getting a simple, affordable station together was job one, since I knew I had to get on
the air to hone my code skill. Although I had an LP phonograph recording of code
practice, I soon memorized all the code groups and that made the recording much less
useful, especially for building speed. Like many new hams, I had little money, so I
found a Lafayette communications receiver brand new for fairly cheap. It had a slide
rule dial, but it did have the coverage I needed. The transmitter would have to allow
for crystal frequency control, since one of the rules was that Novices could only use
the fixed frequencies provided by quartz crystals “cut” to frequencies within the Novice
bands. No variable frequency oscillators were allowed until one achieved General
Class status. I joined my local radio club, the Mankato (MN) Area Radio Club, and
lucky me! I asked around and found someone with a used Knight-Kit T-60 transmitter.
It took crystals or an external VFO, and it ran 60 watts, which was within the 75 watt
Novice power limit.
Setting up a ham radio station in 1967 was a lot harder than doing so today. There
were few (if any!) affordable transceivers with everything in one box, so you had to
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The Knight T-60 transmitter and other station components like the
Dow-Key relay and transmitting crystals.
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have some way to switch the antenna between the separate receiver and the transmitter. Fancy stations had Dow-Key relays that made the switch when you transmitted,
keying the relay when you pushed the PTT switch while simultaneously allowing you to
mute the receiver. Stations like mine were cobbled together with some kind of manual switching arrangement. A “knife switch” was a fairly common solution and could be
had at any local hardware store worth its salt. Simple antennas like dipoles were really common, as were base-loaded ground-mounted verticals. I bought the cheapest
vertical I could find, one with a base loading coil that you could tap to tune the antenna
between 80 and 10 meters, and mounted it in the back yard behind dad’s grape trellis,
feeding it with light duty coax. I hadn’t learned about ground loss yet, so didn’t have
any radial system. I did build a small fence around the base to protect it from stray
dogs and my brother and sister. This extra security also served to make it a terrible
chore to change the tap on the base coil.
But back to the knife switch. With the antenna installed and the feedline routed to my
ham shack in the attic, I did some reading about antenna switching and decided to buy
a knife switch at the local Sears store on Front Street, Mankato’s main shopping district. I asked a grandmotherly lady hardware clerk (she was probably 40, but age is a
relative thing) about the switches, and told her I was looking for a knife switch.
She looked at me nervously, and said, “I don’t think we carry those.” Then she rounded up another clerk, who knew that I was asking for an electrical component, not a
switchblade!. We had a chuckle over the misunderstanding!
That almost completed the station, and I already had a J-38 code key (probably a
knockoff) that I’d gotten for code practice, so I pressed it into service by making a cable to plug it into the T-60. I had to ask around for and also order several crystals so
that I could get on the air in the novice bands.
Calling CQ was the way you got on the air, I reasoned. So that’s what I did, calling
about a bazillion times, listening, tuning, and calling again. Eventually I figured out
that I needed a dipole and that verticals don’t work that great without radials, especially on 80 and 40 meters, and (more importantly) that one has to listen, listen, and listen
some more. But there was a better way that I discovered at a radio club meeting: another guy who had also just gotten his Novice ticket and wanted to practice code.
Karl, WNØTFC, lived maybe 15 miles away and didn’t drive. I didn’t have a car myself; so on the air practice sessions were arranged. We spent many, many hours patiently working through the slow code and lousy sending of inexperienced fists, trying
to go faster when we felt we could push ourselves.
With my code speed seeming to plateau around 10 words per minute, I reached out to
my Elmer, Charlie, KØKLY, who had given me my Novice exam. He loaned me a device with only old timers will remember: an Instructograph. This was a machine used
to generate Morse code for practice learning. It looked kind of like a reel to reel tape
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recorder but worked with paper tape instead of magnetic tape. The paper tape had
holes punched in it corresponding to dots and dashes, and it worked kind of like a
player piano roll, generating code characters with an internal oscillator as the paper
moved across a switch contact that was made and broken by the punched holes in the
paper tape. This proved to be exactly what I needed to push me over the 10 WPM
barrier. I wasn’t making many on the air contacts aside from our practice sessions,
because my Lafayette receiver wasn’t really good enough in either stability or selectivity for serious HF work.
A new receiver would be in the cards, but time was wasting and I had to hit the books
to pass the General written exam. The receiver could wait, and that one year expiration date was starting to feel a lot closer. I found several ways to study, including our
local library’s limited offerings and the much larger stacks at Mankato State University,
which even had ham radio magazines like QST and CQ. My main study guide was the
ARRL License Manual, which had comprehensive explanations of rules and concepts
that were likely to show up on the actual exam. Remember, these were the days
when there were no published question pools. You had to know the answers to multiple choice questions, but you had no way of knowing them without really learning the
concepts – memorization of questions and answers was really not an option.
The trip up to St. Paul and the United States Federal Building on Robert Street was
probably filled with both anticipation and dread, but for the life of me I can’t remember
anything about it. I do remember the FCC office and the large room with chairs where
we waited in a large group while exams were given. Code exams were given first, and
you were out of there post-haste if you flunked, with no chance to sit down for the written exam.
Several guys were already in the process of taking the code exam, which was given at
a table at the front of the room, in clear sight and hearing of everyone. There was
nothing to do but wait, so I just sat there copying the code and worrying about how it
would be when I was up there at that table in front of everyone else, sitting in the hot
seat! I wasn’t so sure I’d studied enough, since, although I could copy all the code
they were sending those other guys, it seemed a little harder than listening to the Instructograph. In short order I found out why – they had been sending for the 20 WPM
test, and I only had to take the 13 WPM one. Needless to say, I sailed right through
that and though I never took an official 20 WPM test at the FCC office, I can say I
passed an unofficial one! After that the written exam went well and I made my way
back to Mankato to once again wait for the mailman to bring my new license, the
General!
Next time we’ll remember getting on phone for the first time, and how that mode led to
a case of RFI on the neighbor’s radio – with a completely unexpected result.
73 – Pat wa0tda@arrl.net
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All About ADS-B Tracking
By Collin O’Connor, KEØIYN

As hams we often listen, and sometimes talk, in frequencies that push lower and lower
- first UHF and VHF before upgrading our licenses and becoming patrons of the HF
bands. But there’s a lot of spectrum out there, especially going higher. There are
ham operator bands up there, but what about things that lie between? What could be
heard?
In the last few decades, these higher bands have gained new usages. One of them is
for surveillance and tracking of planes. This system is known as the Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast system, or ADSB for short. And being able to access these broadcasts is a simple $25 purchase away.
First, a bit of history - plane tracking used to be done from ground station radar, but
those installations were few, far between, and expensive. As the number of planes in
the air grew and the complexity of our air traffic networks expanded, a way for the
planes to broadcast their location, heading, identifier, and other information was devised. Using the frequency 1090Mhz, each plane automatically transmits all information to all others which can then be picked up by other planes and by those on the
ground. It is a way to improve situational awareness and safety, and most aircraft in
the United States are required to have them by 2020. With over 75,000 flights a day in
the US alone, not counting overflights, there’s a lot of information to be gathered.
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To get started listening to ADS-B, all you need is a simple RTL-SDR dongle and a
computer. For those unfamiliar, these little devices plug into your USB port on one end
and a small antenna on the other. They are often the size of a flash drive, making
them easy to transport and set up discretely. When connected to your computer, the
computer is able to analyze the signals picked up by the antenna and display them on
your screen (image courtesy SDR#, a common ADS-B program).
As a side note, there is many things you can do, including listening to HF, with these
little dongles. They are well worth testing out and experimenting with for the ham looking to add new and exciting capabilities to their shack.
There are a thousand ways to set up an ADSB tracker, from expensive and complicated antennae and multiple trackers, to just a simple dongle and the included antenna in
your window. A simple, straightforward guide can be found at the RTL-SDR main website and blog, using a computer and the dongle. This also includes antenna projects to
improve performance, from simple wire-and-cork antennas to large colinear antenna
setups.
( http://www.rtl-sdr.com/adsb-aircraft-radar-with-rtl-sdr/ )
One popular choice with these trackers is to create a dedicated machine, often a
cheap $35 raspberry pi. With a simple raspberry pi and some easy to set up software,
and the RTL-SDR dongle, you can have your own private plane tracker. The author
used a smaller device that is similar to a raspberry pi known as the C.H.I.P., a $9 micro
computer with built in Wi-Fi, to achieve a similar setup. With it there is now a internet
accessible plane tracker, viewable from anywhere in the world.
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So what value might you find in this? Many ADS-B tracking sites don’t just monitor locally, but work with other trackers. This is done through sites such as:

http://flightaware.com/
or
http://planefinder.com/
Both allow individual sites to upload their data, and share with others. This also allows
data from nearby sites to coordinate signals through careful time synchronization,
known as multilateralization (MLAT), pinpoint weak signals. This then displays the information both on the local setup and on the parent website for the group. Many of
these groups offer incentives such as enterprise level memberships for feeding ADS-B
information. For example, Flight Aware offers its enterprise level membership, a $90 a
month value, for free to ADS-B feeders.
ADSB is also finding usage in more ways than just a novel curiosity for hams and
plane aficionados. The tracking has allowed investigators evidence of where a plane
might have crashed before any other reports. It also helps identify common flight patterns to potentially improve air traffic performance. Additionally, due to the requirement for aircraft to have these transponders, many military and private flights are trackable with this system, and has been used to spot several ‘black flights’ over metropolitan areas, including the Minneapolis/St. Paul metro areas.
For $20 and a bit of your time, why not investigate this interesting new use of the airwaves and see just what is flying over head?
73,
Collin O’Connor, KEØIYN
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Looking Back in History

SARA Newsletter Reprint: March - April 2001
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SARA Newsletter Reprint: March - April 2001
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SARA Newsletter Reprint: March - April 2001
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SARA Newsletter Reprint: March - April 2001
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Up-coming Meetings & Events


April 8: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights



April 27: VE Testing Session; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park
Heights



May 13: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
(Last monthly meeting before summer break!)



May 18: New Ham Night (Details TBA)



June 8: Radios in the Park; Valley View Park, Oak Park Heights



June 24-25: ARRL Field Day, Autumn Hills Park, Oak Park Heights



June 29, July 20, August 10 & 31: Radios in the Park; Valley View
Park, Oak Park Heights

:: Reminder:

Informal Eye Ball QSO Parties
Every Thursday; 6:00 - 8:00 pm
Stillwater Public Library, 224 3rd Street N.
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